Zombie
Fluxx
®

The dead are returning to life!
So what are you going to do about it? Grab a chainsaw?
Barricade the windows? Start a Zombie baseball team?
Draw a card. Play a card. Try to kill the zombies that are
keeping you from winning... Until someone changes the
rules and suddenly you might actually want zombies.
Can YOU prevent the Zombie Apocalypse?
Zombie Fluxx begins with one basic rule: Draw one card, choose
one card, and follow the directions written on the card to make
your play. As cards are drawn and played from the deck, the rules
of the game change from how many cards are drawn, played, or
even how many cards you can hold at the end of your turn. The
creative images appeal to kids and the kid in all of us.

Key Selling Points

“Zombies = $$$. Fluxx = $$$. Zombie + Fluxx =
$$$$$$$. If you don’t understand what I’m trying
to tell you let me be clear - This game is MONEY.”

 Intriguingly fun horror theme without
excessive violence or gore.

— Steve Ellis, Rainy Day Games

 Zombies are at the height of pop culture.
 Sometimes the Zombies win!
 It’s the ideal game for groups of mixed

ages. Kids and adults can both play and
remain competitive.

 The card back for each version of Fluxx

is identical. Players can mix and match
from their favorite decks to create more fun.

Zombie Fluxx

LOO-923-033

Order six
games and
get a FREE
countertop
display!
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Certified for Safety! Certified for Fun!

(301) 441-1019
looneylabs.com/retailers

For customer service call Looney Labs at
For more information, visit us at

2-6
8-Adult
10-40 min
3.75” x 5” x 1”
3.8” x 7“ x 8”
LOO-033
$16.00
$ 8.00

